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Instrumental Tuition in Schools
I aim to provide friendly focussed music tuition for pupils in Key Stage 2 (KS1 for Fife only); developing
instrumental technique and musical understanding for:
Flute

Fife (years 2 and 3)

Clarinet

Saxophone (year 6 only)

I will provide lessons and additional resources including worksheets, backing tracks and original material
to suit the students’ needs (often via e-mail). As lessons in school are only part of the learning process, I
will also provide one practice diary per academic year to each pupil. This will enable the pupil and their
parents to keep a track of what homework has been set, a record of how often the pupil plays between
lessons, and act as a ‘home/school’ book.
Lesson days/times will be agreed with the school and the durations/costs are as follows:
30 minutes

£15

For a group of three = £5 each
Transition groups of 6 = £2.50 each. (One term only)

20 minutes

£10

For a group of two = £5 each

Lessons will be invoiced at the start of each 10 week ‘block’ and payment can be made by cheque or via
BACS. Any lessons missed by the pupil will be charged unless a prior arrangement has been made whereas
any lessons missed/cancelled by myself will be either ‘made up’ or reimbursed.
Parents/Guardians agree to:





Provide the pupil with an instrument (and reeds for clarinets and saxophones)
Provide the pupil with a tutor book (see overleaf for further information)
Support the pupils learning by encouraging / listening to practice at home.
Settle invoices within the half term issued to ensure lessons continue after the break.

______________________________________________________________________________
I would like ______________________________________________________ Year __________

To have

Fife

Flute

I would prefer

Individual (20min)

Clarinet

Saxophone lessons

Individual (30min)

Group lessons

Telephone No: ______________________ E-Mail (preferred) ________________________________
This document sets the terms and conditions which make a legal contract between the
Customer (parent) and Supplier (Miss D Atkinson). By signing you agree that the tuition should
be undertaken and that payment will be made in full by the 5th lesson. You have the right to
cancel this agreement within 14 days of the signature. If you disagree with any of the terms
please speak to me before signing.

School:

Signed ___________________________________________ Parent / guardian

Diane Atkinson
MUSICIAN … TUTOR … PERFORMER

www.disax.me

07530 360919

diane@disax.me

Useful Information:
Instruments:





Purchase:
Secondwind. 217 London Rd, Cheltenham 01242 584256
Hire Purchase
Secondwind
Hire
Gloucestershire Music. Derby Road, Gloucester 01452 330300
Bursary (free / subsidised hire)Gloucestershire Music
 Assisted Instrument Purchase The supply of musical instruments is standard
rated for VAT purposes. The Assisted Instrument Purchase Scheme (AIPS)
enables pupils of local authority and academy schools to purchase musical
instruments through their school net of VAT

Music





Flutes:
Fifes
Clarinets:
Saxophones
Or:

Flute Basics by Sally Adams. Pub. Faber
I will provide initial material then “The Fife Book” by Liz Goodwin
Clarinet Basics by Paul Harris. Pub. Faber
Look Listen and Learn Alto Saxophone by J Kastelein Pub. DeHaske
Introducing the Saxophone by James Rae Pub. Universal Edition

Music, instrument reeds and accessories are available from:





Secondwind, 217 London Road, Cheltenham
Soundhouse, 49 Westgate Street, Gloucester.
New and second-hand copies on Amazon.co.uk
Please be very careful when buying instruments online, take advice first or go to
gear4music for a basic starter instrument. There are some very cheap but unplayable
instruments out there!

